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ABSTRACT 

Explicit forms of conservation laws of a class of nonlinear partial differential equations are derived; firstly from Backlund 
transformation and secondly from the. fundamental equations of the corresponding inverse method. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper is devoted to the study of the relationship 
among the conservation laws, Biicklund transformation, and 
the inverse method for the class of nonlinear partial 
differential equations: 

U1 +a1uux +a2UU1 +a3u= +a4 uxxt +a5uxtt +a6um = 0(1-1) 

where <Xi e R, i = 1 ,2, ..... , 6. The connection between these 
three properties was given in 1973 by Wadati et a/. [ 6] for the 
Kdv equation which represents an element of the class of 
equation ( 1-1 ). So the method given herein is a generalization 
for the method that used in the above mentioned reference. 

The conservation law associated with an equation such as 
(1-1) is expressed by an equation of the form [2], [3]; 

a a 
-T+-X=O at ax (1-2) 

where T, the conserved density and X, the flux are 
polynomials of x, t, u, and the derivatives of u with respect to 
x and t In [4] it was proved that if a1/a2 is multiple root of 
order three of the algebraic equation 

(1-3) 
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then the class (1-1) has an infinite number of conservation 
laws of the form (1-2) (the class (1-1) under (1-3) is the Kdv 
subclass [2]). For example the first two conserved densities 
and fluxes are the following 

u2 
~ = u + a2 2+ a4 ux, + a6 u11 , 

u2 
X 1 = u + a1 2+ a3uu + a5ux, (1- 4) 

u2 uJ u,2 u,2 
Tz = 2+ a2 3- a4 2+ a5uux, + a6(UU11 - 2), 

u2 uJ u2 u2 
Tz = 2+ a1 - 3

-+ a3(uuu- -;f-)+ a4uux,- a5 -t (1- 5) 

The condition (1-3) was necessarily used to derive Biicklund 
transformation ofthe class (1-1) in the form [5]: 

a3 
01 (w + w')x + 02 (w + w')( = -211 2 + - 1-(w + w') 2 , (1- 6) 

12o3 
. a a 

(w'-W)t +(w'-w)x =(al ax +02af) 

03 2 2 1 
[23(o1 Wxx +20J02Wxt +o2 wu)-3(w-w') 

ol 

2 2 
(O}Wx+o2wt)+311 (w-w')] (1-7) 
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where TJ is arbitrary parameter and we put u =- (a1wx + a2wJ 
and u' =- (a,w'x+ a2w't). 

The condition (1-3) was similarly used in the above mentioned 
reference to produce the fundamental equations of the inverse 
scatteimg method for the class ( 1-1) in the form: 

3 3 

(a i_ +a i_)\jl -(l)Y2TJ'i' = (l)Y2 f.t'i' , (1- Sa) 
1 ax 2 ar 1 6a 1 6a 2 

3 3 

a a a 3 a 3 

(a, ax + a2 a?lf 2 +( 6~3 )Y, 11\!f 2 = ( 6~3 )Y, r\lf i' (1 - 8b) 

(i_+i_)\jl' = ( ai )y, 
at ax 6a3 

[A(x, t, 11)\J! 1 + B(x, t, 11)\!f 2 1 (1- 9a) 

and 

(i_ + i_)\jl 2 = ( ai )y, 
at ax 6a3 

[C(x,t,11)\J! 1 - A(x,t,11)\!f 2 1 (1- 9b) 

where 

2 3 1 1 6a3 y, 
r=-1 A=--n --nu--(-) 2 (a u +au) ' 3 'I 3 'I 6 a; I x 2 I ' 

a3 a a 2 1 6a3 y, 
B=--3 (ai-+a2 -) u--(-3) 211 

a 1 ax at 3 a 1 

2 2 1 2 
(a 1ux +a2ux)--11 u--u , 

3 3 

2 2 1 
C=-11 +-u 

3 3 
(1-10) 

In this work we shall use the Backlund transformation (1-
6) and (1-7) to derive explicit form of conservation laws and 
to do the same thing by using the fundamental equations of the 
inverse method (1-8) and (1-9) with (1-10). 

2- Derivation of explicit forms of conservation laws 

In the following theorem, an explicit form of conservation 
laws of the class (1-1) is derived from the Backlund 
transformation. 

Theorem 1: The conservation laws of the class (1-1) under 
the condition (1-3) can be derived from the Backlund 
transformation ( 1-6) and ( 1-7). 

proof: Expanding (w-w') in the form 

9 

w- w' = 2( 
6
a

3

3 )y,TJ + L ;=If n'll -n 

a I 

and inserting (2 -1) into (1- 6) yields 

(2-1) 

Equating the coefficients for higher power 1111 and replacing 
- (a1wx + a2wJ by u, we obtain a recurrence formula for fru i.e., 

(2-3) 

This recurrence relation can be solved and give 

etc 

Inserting equation (2-1) into the second part ofthe Backlund 
transformation i.e., ( 1-7), we have 

a3 2 2 2 6a3 y, 
[23(a 1wxx +2a1a2wxt+a2wu)-3~-3-) TJ 

a I al 

1 "oo -n (a1wx+a2wt) -3(a1 wx+a2w1 )"'-n=l f nTJ 

4 6a3 v 3 2 2 -
+3(-3 )1211 +311 I;=tfnTJ n]=O. (2-4) 

al 



Explicit forms of conservation laws of a class of differential equations 

Then, equating the coefficient of the higher power of liT) and 
replacing- (a1wx + a2wt) by u, we obtain: 

d d d d ll 2 l 
dtfn + dxfn +(al dx +a2 dt{']zifn +-:;,f n+2 J=0(2-5) 

(2-6) 

which, together with (2-3), constitutes explicit formula of 
conservation laws and proves the theorem. 

Once the explicit formula of conservation laws has been 
established from the Backlund transformation we turn to do 
the same thing by the fundamental equations of the inverse 
method, (l-8) and (1-9), with (l-10). For this purpose, the 
following theorem is introduced. 

Theorem 2: The conservation laws ofthe class (l-1) with the 
condition (l-3) can be derived from the fundamental equations 
of the inverse method. 

Proof: Inserting the variable 

into the fundamental equations, (l-8) and (l-9), with r = -1 we 
obtain 

3 3 3 a 1 1/ a 1 1/ a 1 1/ 
2 2(-Y'TJ (u<l>) = -(-Y' u- (-Y' (u<l>) 

6a3 6a3 6a 3 

a a u<l> 
-u(a -+a -)(-) (2-7a) 

I ax 2 at U 

and 

(2-7b) 

Expanding (wj>) in the power series of liT), i.e., 

(2-8) 

Thus, equation (2-7a) becomes 

10 

Equating the terms of the same powers of liT), we obtain a 
recursion relation for g,.: 

(2-10) 

from which we have 

1 1 3 2 
g1= -2u,g2= O,g3= -(2) u , 

1 4 6a3 y, 
g4=(2) (-3 ) (a1UUx+a2UUf), 

a 

(2 -11) 

and so on. We note that equation (2-7b) is the form of 
conservation law, 

a I Bu<j> l atl (u<l>) -az (A +-u-) j 

a I Bu<l> l 
= axl -(u<l> )+a1(A +-u-) j (2-12) 

substituting (2-8), A and B from (l-10) into (2-12) and 
equating the terms ofthe same powers of 1/TJ, we obtain 

Formula (2-13) with equations (2-11) yield conservation laws 
and the theorem is proved. · 

Example: The formula (2-13) for n=1 yields 
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i.e., 

(2 -14) 

a 
But since -

1 
is multiple root of order three of (1-3 then (2-

a2 
14) reduces to 

a u2 

at (u+a2 2+asuxt +a6utt) 

a u2 

+ax (u+ai 2+a3uxx +a4uxt) = 0 

which is the first conservation law for the class (1-l) with (1-
3) satisfied. Similarly when n = 2 we obtain a trivial one while 
for n = 3 one can establish the second conservation law, and 
so on. 

11 

CONCLUSION 

The result of this work has many advantages. Firstly, it 
provides a procedure for establishing recurrence formulae for 
higher conservation laws. Secondly, it produces a relationship 
among conservation laws, Backlund transformation and the 
inverse method. Finally, it confirms that if the condition (1-3) 
on the coefficients of the class satisfied, then the class has 
infmite number of conservation laws since n = 1,2 ... and this 
observation agrees with the result in [4]. 
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